Person re-identification (ReID) has achieved significant improvement under the single-domain setting. However, directly exploiting a model to new domains is always faced with huge performance drop, and adapting the model to new domains without target-domain identity labels is still challenging. In this paper, we address cross-domain ReID and make contributions for both model generalization and adaptation. First, we propose Part Aligned Pooling (PAP) that brings significant improvement for cross-domain testing. Second, we design a Part Segmentation (PS) constraint over ReID feature to enhance alignment and improve model generalization. Finally, we show that applying our PS constraint to unlabeled target domain images serves as effective domain adaptation. We conduct extensive experiments between three large datasets, Market1501, CUHK03 and DukeMTMC-reID. Our model achieves state-of-the-art performance under both source-domain and cross-domain settings. For completeness, we also demonstrate the complementarity of our model to existing domain adaptation methods. The code is available at https://github.com/ huanghoujing/EANet.
Introduction
Person re-identification is a fundamental task in video surveillance that serves pedestrian retrieval and crosscamera tracking [50, 28] , etc. It aims to predict whether two images from different cameras belong to the same person. With large scale datasets, as well as improved feature extraction and metric learning methods, recent years have seen great improvement in this task under the single-domain setting.
However, there is a huge performance drop when the model is directly exploited in unseen domains, which is apparent when testing the model on new datasets [4, 40, 38] . It's partially due to the zero-shot setting of ReID, that test identities are never seen during training. The data distribution discrepancy between domains may also matter, e.g. Market1501 contains pedestrians usually wearing shorts, while DukeMTMC-reID shows frequent trousers and coats. It would be expensive to build a training set for each scene due to costly cross-camera person grouping [16] . Thus, the problem of (1) improving generalization of a model when training on source domain or (2) adapting the model to new domains without any target-domain identity label, is extremely important for cross-domain ReID. Recently, style transfer [4, 40] , attribute recognition [38] and target-domain label estimation [23, 24, 17] have been shown beneficial for overcoming domain shift.
In this paper, we verify that part alignment plays an important role in ReID model generalization. Besides, we show that training unlabeled target-domain images with part segmentation constraint, while training ReID on source domain, serves as an effective way of domain adaptation. Firstly, we improve previous state-of-the-art part model PCB [35] with the assistance of pose estimation. PCB evenly partitions feature map into P horizontal stripes for pooling local features, as demonstrated in Figure 1a . Ob-viously, it fails to align body parts when imperfect detection occurs. Our alignment operation is pooling part feature from keypoint delimited regions, Figure 1b . The keypoint coordinates are obtained from a pose estimation model trained on COCO [22] . This alignment strategy increases cross-domain scores prominently. Secondly, we discover that features pooled from adjacent parts share much similarity ( Figure 5 ), which we argue indicates (1) missing localization ability and (2) feature redundancy between different regions. It may be caused by the large field of view (FoV) of Conv5 and the strict ReID constraint on each part. We propose to enhance the localization ability of ReID features, by imposing part segmentation constraint on the feature maps. Specifically, we connect a segmentation module to ReID feature maps, training it with pseudo segmentation labels predicted by a model trained on COCO Densepose data [10] . The simple structure improves model generalization significantly. Finally, for adapting the model to certain domains, we feed the unlabeled target-domain images to the model, training them with the proposed part segmentation constraint. Experiments show that this target-domain regularizer without identity label is really effective. With the mentioned proposals, our model achieves state-of-the-art performance under both source-domain and cross-domain settings.
Our contribution is threefold.
(1) We propose part aligned pooling that improves ReID cross-domain testing prominently. (2) We design a part segmentation constraint over ReID feature to further improve model generalization. (3) We propose to apply our part segmentation constraint on unlabeled target-domain images as effective domain adaptation.
Related Work

ReID and Part Based Models
Person ReID aims to predict whether two images belong to the same person. The testing protocol takes the form of person retrieval. For each query image, we calculate its feature distance (or similarity) to each gallery image and sort the resulting list. The ranking result illustrates the performance of the model. Thus a ReID model mainly involves feature extraction and similarity metric. In terms of similarity metric, representative works including triplet loss [30, 12, 37] , quadruplet loss [3] , re-ranking [52, 45] , etc. In terms of feature extraction, recent works have paid intensive attention to part based feature, for its multigranularity property, part attention or alignment. Group 1. The first group did not require keypoint or segmentation information. Li et al. [16] utilized STN to localize body parts and extract local features from image patches. Zhao et al. [48] proposed a simple attention module to extract regional features emphasized by the model. Sun et al. [35] proposed a strong part baseline and refined part pooling. Group 2. With the rapid development of pose estimation [1, 42] and human parsing algorithms [8] , more and more ReID researchers resort to the assistance of predicted keypoints or part regions. Su et al. [32] cropped, normalized and combined body parts into a new image for network input. Kalayeh et al. [15] trained a part segmentation model on human parsing dataset LIP [8] to predict 4 body parts and foreground. Local region pooling was then performed on feature maps. Xu et al. [43] shared similar idea, but with regions generated from keypoints. Besides, part visibility is also integrated into the final feature. Sarfraz et al. [29] directly concatenated 14 keypoint confidence maps with the image as network input, letting the model learns alignment in an automatic way. Suh et al. [33] proposed a two-stream network, a ReID stream and a pose estimation stream and used bilinear pooling to obtain part-aligned feature.
Previous part based methods are with advantages and shortcomings in different aspects, our model is designed with this consideration. It has following merits. (1) We extract part feature from feature maps, sharing the whole backbone for all parts, which is efficient. (2) The pooling regions are determined by keypoint coordinates, for ensuring alignment. (3) ReID supervision is imposed on each part to achieve discriminative part features. (4) Part visibility is explicitly handled during training and testing.
Cross-Domain ReID
Due to expensive identity labeling for ReID, in practice, we expect a model trained in one domain can be directly exploited, or easily adapted, to new ones, without the need for target-domain identity labeling. Direct exploitation considers model generalization, while adapting using unlabeled target-domain images involves unsupervised domain adaptation. TJ-AIDL [38] learned an attributesemantic and identity-discriminative feature space transferrable to unseen domains, with a novel attribute-ReID multi-task learning framework. Besides, its attribute consistency constraint also utilized unlabeled target-domain images for domain adaptation. SPGAN [4] and PTGAN [40] both employed CycleGAN, yet with different generator constraints, to transfer source-domain images into targetdomain style. Then a usual ReID model was trained on these translated images for a model suitable for the target domain. Another line of works [23, 24, 17, 31] estimated pseudo identity labels on target domain for supervised learning, usually using clustering methods.
Our method concentrates on alignment for model generalization and adaptation, which is complementary to existing cross-domain methods. To be specific, in our multi-task framework, we can apply attribute recognition as an assistant task for both source-domain training and target-domain adaptation. For style transfer and label estimation strategies, our part aligned model works as a strong ReID model and the parsing constraint is also applicable.
Method
Our model is depicted in Figure 2 . It features Part Aligned Pooling (PAP), each-part ReID supervision, and Part Segmentation (PS) constraint, which are detailed in the following.
ReID Model with Regional Pooling
The previous state-of-the-art method PCB demonstrates the effectiveness of pooling local features and imposing identity supervision on each region independently. For an image I, we feed it to a CNN and obtain feature maps G with shape C × H × W , where C, H and W are number of channels, height and width, respectively. Suppose there are P spatial regions on G which we extract feature from. From the p-th region, we pool a feature vector g p ∈ R C , transform it using an embedding layer e p = f p (g p ) (f p means the embedding layer for the p-th region), and connect it to the corresponding classifier W p to classify it into one of the M identities in the training set. The cross-entropy loss L id p is then calculated accordingly. In PCB, loss from different parts are simply accumulated as follows
and during testing, features from parts are concatenated. Our model also adopts each-part ReID supervision. Besides, we explicitly consider alignment and visibility, as detailed below.
Part Aligned Pooling
PCB evenly splits feature maps into P horizontal stripes and then applies pooling in each stripe to obtain local feature. We argue that this method causes misalignment when imperfect detection occurs. For example, in Figure 1a , the same stripes of different images do not correspond to the same body part.
To achieve part alignment, we propose to pool feature from keypoint delimited regions, as in Figure 1b and 2. We use a pose estimation model trained on COCO to predict 17 keypoints on ReID images, the predicted keypoints are shown in Figure 1c . With these keypoints, we determine 9 regions {head, upper torso, lower torso, upper leg, lower leg, foot, upper body, lower body, full body} for feature pooling. We call this strategy Part Aligned Pooling (PAP). Regions R1 ∼ R6 form a counterpart to compare with PCB in terms of alignment, while regions R7 ∼ R9 compensate for cases where the keypoint model fails to detect some local parts.
When occlusion or imperfect detection occurs, some parts may be invisible, e.g. the feet are missing in the 3rd image of Figure 1b . In this case, we do not pool feature for this part but use a C dimensional zero vector − → 0 as a replacement (before feeding it to the embedding layer), and loss from this part is ignored. The visibility aware loss is represented by
where v p ∈ {0, 1} denotes the visibility of the p-th part of the image. During testing, we calculate image distance in an occlusion aware manner. For query image I q , if the i-th part is invisible, the feature distance for this part between I q and all gallery images are ignored. Specifically, distance of a query, gallery image pair I q , I g , g ∈ {1, ..., N }, where N denotes gallery size, is calculated as
where e q p , e g p denote the p-th part embedding of I q and I g respectively, v q p ∈ {0, 1} denotes visibility of the p-th part of I q , and cos dist denotes cosine distance. Note that if the j-th part is invisible on I g but visible on I q , we maintain the result of e 
Part Segmentation Constraint
Since we perform fine-grained regional pooling on feature maps, we hope features pooled from different regions are distinct from each other, i.e. with little redundancy. For example, we expect feature from R1 of Figure 2 to be head centric, while feature from R6 is foot centric. However, as shown in Figure 5b and Figure 5f , there is still potential redundancy between part features. Motivated by this, we impose a part segmentation (PS) constraint on Conv5 feature maps, forcing a module to predict part labels from the feature maps. Our intuition is that, if the PS module is able to predict part labels from ReID feature maps, their localization ability (part awareness) are well maintained, and thus redundancy can be alleviated. Concretely, we connect a stride-2 3 × 3 Deconv layer and then a 1 × 1 Conv layer to Conv5 feature maps, to predict part labels. The Deconv layer is for upsampling and 1 × 1 Conv layer is for pixelwise classification. The supervision for part segmentation is pseudo labels predicted by a part segmentation model trained on COCO Densepose data. The COCO ground-truth part labels and ReID pseudo labels are illustrated in Figure 3 .
The part segmentation loss on ReID feature is computed as follows, in a size-normalized manner.
Overview. An input image is fed to a CNN to obtain feature maps with shape C × H × W . Then our Part Aligned Pooling (PAP) module performs max pooling inside each keypoint delimited region. The figure shows 9 regions R1∼R9 on the image. After max pooling, each feature vector is sent to its corresponding embedding layer, one of Em1∼Em9, to reduce dimension from
denote identity classifiers and identity classification losses for each part. To enhance alignment, we connect a Part Segmentation (PS) module to the feature maps. It consists of a stride-2 Deconv layer and a 1 × 1 Conv layer and is supervised by pixel-wise cross-entropy loss. Since we do not use identity annotation of target domain, we train those images with only segmentation loss.
where K is number of part classes including background, and L ps k is the cross-entropy loss averaged inside the k-th part. The motivation of averaging inside each part before averaging across parts is to avoid large-size parts dominating the loss. It's important for small-size classes like foot and head, which also contain much discriminative information for ReID and should be equally attended.
Multi-Task Training
The source domain images are trained with both ReID loss and part segmentation loss. To adapt the model for target domain, we feed target-domain images to the network and train them with part segmentation loss. The total loss function is
where L 
Experiments
Datasets and Evaluation Metrics
We conduct our experiments on three large-scale person ReID datasets, Market1501 [49] , CUHK03 [18] and DukeMTMC-reID [27, 51] . Two common evaluation metrics are used, Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC) [9] for which we report the Rank-1 accuracy, and mean Average Precision (mAP) [49] . Market1501 contains 12,936 training images from 751 persons, 29,171 test images from another 750 persons. CUHK03 contains detected and handcropped images, both with 14,096 images from 1,467 identities. Following [52] , we adopt the new train/test protocol with 767 training identities and 700 testing ones. We experiment on the detected images, which are close to real scenes. DukeMTMC-reID has the same format as Market1501, with 16,522 training images of 702 persons and 19,889 testing images of another 1110 persons.
Implementation Details
Model. We use ResNet-50 [11] as the backbone, changing the stride of Conv5 from 2 to 1, as in PCB. Our GlobalPool baseline, Part Aligned Pooling, re-implemented PCB all use max pooling on Conv5. Embedding dimension is 512 for GlobalPool, and 256 for part based models. For fair comparison, we use cosine distance for GlobalPool baseline, average of part cosine distances for PCB, and Equation 3 for all PAP involved models. Optimization. We use SGD optimizer with a momentum of 0.9 and weight decay of 5e-4. Newly added layers has initial learning rate of 0.02, while layers to fine-tune use 0.01, all of which are multiplied by 0.1 after every 25 epochs. The training is terminated after 60 epochs. Preprocessing. Input images are resized to w × h = 128 × 256 for GlobalPool baseline, and w×h = 128×384 for part based models. Only random flipping is used as data augmentation for ReID training. Batch size is set to 32 and single-GPU training is used. When PS constraint is trained on cross-domain images, we resize them to w × h = 128 × 384 and also use batch size 32. The batch of ReID images and the batch of cross-domain images are fed to the network iteratively, but their gradients are combined before updating. Pose Estimation. The pose estimation model is trained on COCO, with AP 73.5% on COCO 2017 val set when tested with ground truth bounding boxes. COCO Part Labels. The Densepose [10] dataset annotates 14 body parts, we fuse left/right parts and assign the hand region to lower arm class, getting 7 parts eventually. We use this transformed Densepose dataset to train a part segmentation model, adopting the recently proposed architecture DANet [7] . With the trained part segmentation model, we predict part labels for ReID images.
Effectiveness of PAP
We compare our model with PCB on three large scale datasets Market1501, CUHK03 and DukeMTMC-reID. The results are recorded in Table 1 . We also list the performance of a vanilla baseline (GlobalPool), which performs global max pooling over the whole feature maps, obtaining one feature vector for each image. From the table we have the following analysis. (1) PCB surpasses GlobalPool by a large margin on source domain and most of the cross-domain testing cases. However, the performance drops when cross testing on CUHK03. (2) Cross-domain testing on CUHK03 is undesirably poor. (3) PAP-6P utilizes regions R1∼R6 of Figure 2 during both training and testing, which is a fair counterpart for PCB. We see that this aligned pooling consistently improves over PCB, especially 2.9% Rank-1 for C→C and 4.7% for M→D. (4) PAP utilizes all R1∼R9 regions. It has competitive performance with PAP-6P on most of the cases, but increases 3.9% Rank-1 for C→C.
Effectiveness of PS
We verify the effectiveness of our part segmentation constraint in Table 2 . First, we add PS to source domain images, denoted by PAP-S-PS. We see that it has obvious Rank-1 improvement for D→D. Besides, it has larger superiority for cross-domain testing, improving Rank-1 by 2.8%, 5.0%, 3.9%, 5.3%, 2.2%, 1.7% for M→C, M→D, C→M, C→D, D→M, D→C, respectively. We can conclude that the PS constraint is effective under direct transfer setting. Second, we apply PS to both source and target domain images, which is denoted by PAP-ST-PS in the table. For example, for M→C transfer, we train the model with loss L id S on M, L ps S on M, and L ps T on C. The target domain PS constraint benefits pairwise transfer significantly, increasing Rank-1 by 7.2%, 4.7%, 7.0%, 5.7%, 4.4%, 4.2% for M→C, M→D, C→M, C→D, D→M, D→C, respectively. The part segmentation quality on target-domain images, with and without applying PS constraint to them, is also demonstrated in Figure 4 . Besides, we also verify the effect of balancing part sizes during calculating PS loss. We named the simple way of averaging over all pixel losses as PAP-S-PS-SA. Comparing PAP-S-PS-SA and PAP-S-PS, we can see consistent improvement by the balanced loss.
Feature Similarity between Parts
In this section, we analyze similarity between part features of a model. Although during testing, we use features (e 1 ∼ e P ) extracted from embedding layers, here we use those (g 1 ∼ g P ) from Conv5 which is shared by all parts. We analyze features from PCB, PAP, PAP-S-PS and PAP-ST-PS. For each image, we calculate cosine similarity between its part features g 1 ∼ g P , obtaining a P × P matrix. To analyze the statistical property, we average similarity matrices of images over the whole test set. The results of these models under C→M and C→D settings are shown in Figure 5 . PAP, PAP-S-PS and PAP-ST-PS, we only show results between g 1 ∼ g 6 . First, we notice that the results show large absolute values, with a minimum of 0.68. That's partially because the last step of ResNet Conv5 is a ReLU function which outputs non-negative values, which tends to increase the similarity value between vectors. Second, each part is mainly similar to its spatial neighbor(s). Finally, comparing Figure 5a ∼ 5d or Figure 5e ∼ 5h, we see that the proposed aligned pooling and part segmentation constraint reduce part similarity. We reckon that our model learns part centric features and reduces feature redundancy between parts. 
PS Constraint from COCO
In this section, we discuss the effect of training ReID with PS constraint from COCO images that come with ground-truth part labels. We train our PAP model along with the PS constraint computed on COCO images, which is denoted by PAP-C-PS in Table 3 . It's interesting to see that, PAP-C-PS surpasses PAP-S-PS by a large margin in cross domain testing. However, the performance on source domain also drops obviously. To make the COCO images more consistent with ReID training set, we use a style transfer model SPGAN [4] to transfer COCO images to ReID style. In Table 3 Table 4 : Complementarity to SPGAN [4] and Label Estimation [31] .
PS C→M etc. are similarly denoted. This style transformation reaches pleasing results, with source domain performance competitive to, and cross domain scores much higher than PAP-S-PS. Through this experiment, we show that with our PS constraint, it's feasible to achieve much better ReID model with the assistance of a publicly available part segmentation dataset. The gain of PAP-StC-PS over PAP-S-PS comes from either precise part labels or additional data regularization or both of them. To fairly compare pseudo vs. groud-truth part label, we require ReID datasets with part annotation, which we leave to future work.
Complementarity to Existing Methods
There have been some efforts on cross-domain ReID, including style transfer [4, 40] and target-domain label estimation [23, 24, 17, 31] , etc. In this section, we demonstrate the complementarity of our model to existing ones. (1) Style transfer methods typically translate source-domain images into target-domain style and then train a usual model on these generated images. We use the publicly available Market1501 and DukeMTMC-reID images generated by SP-GAN [4] to conduct experiments. We train PCB, PAP-S-PS and PAP-ST-PS on these images and report the scores in Table 4 , denoted by PCB-SPGAN, PAP-S-PS-SPGAN and PAP-ST-PS-SPGAN, respectively. The direct crossdomain testing score of our PAP-S-PS model is already higher than PCB-SPGAN, which demonstrates the generalization advantage of our model. While comparing PAP-S-PS-SPGAN and PAP-ST-PS, we see that our target-domain PS constraint is competitive to GAN samples. Finally, integrating PAP-ST-PS and SPGAN brings further and large improvement, increasing Rank-1 by 5.4% and 3.5% for M→D and D→M respectively. This shows that seeing targetdomain styles and our alignment (PS) constraint are pleasingly complementary to each other. (2) Following [31] , we use DBSCAN [5] to estimate identity labels and finetune our model in target domain. We utilize PAP-ST-PS-SPGAN for clustering and fine-tuning, which is denoted by PAP-ST-PS-SPGAN-CFT in Table 4 . We see that the label estimation method further improves the transfer scores significantly, increasing mAP by 8.6%, 12.3% for M→D and D→M respectively. We believe that the label estimation methods largely benefit from our model which already has good performance on target domain.
Single-Domain Comparison with SOTA
Our comparison with state-of-the-art methods on Market1501, CUHK03 and DukeMTMC-reID, under singledomain setting, is listed in Table 5 . Our PAP-S-PS model achieves state-of-the-art performance on three datasets, surpassing previous model PCB+RPP by 4 .0%, 9.3%, 5.4% mAP on Market1501, CUHK03 and DukeMTMC-reID, respectively. Compared with other keypoint or parsing assisted methods, our superiority is even more significant, which is attributed to our aligned pooling, each-part supervision and segmentation constraint.
Cross-Domain Comparison with SOTA
We compare our model with state of the art under crossdomain setting, as reported in Table 6 . The direct transfer scores of our PAP-S-PS model is already competitive with previous domain adaptation methods that utilize targetdomain images. As for our unsupervised cross-domain adaptation method PAP-ST-PS, it surpasses previous methods by a large margin. We surpass HHL [53] by 8.8%, 4.4%, 10.8%, 3.0% in mAP for M→D, D→M, C→D, C→M settings, respectively.
Conclusion
This work mainly verified the important role of alignment for cross-domain person ReID. We addressed model generalization and domain adaptation in the same effort. The proposed Part Aligned Pooling and Part Segmentation constraint not only effectively improve the generalization and adaptation of ReID model, but are also complementary to existing methods. The model components were Table 6 : Comparison with state-of-the-art methods under cross-domain setting. In each column, the 1st and 2nd highest scores (excluding methods with trailing †) are marked by red and blue, respectively. DT means Direct Transfer.
analyzed with extensive experiments, and we also demonstrated its state-of-the-art performance in the literature. Future work includes (1) replacing keypoint with part segmentation maps for more precise region pooling as well as eliminating the need for the pose estimation model, (2) designing segmentation and ReID multi-task network, getting rid of additional segmentation model, (3) applying the alignment mechanism to occlusion scenarios. ---PDC [32] 58.0 (29.7) ---GLAD [41] 61.4 (34.0) --- Following [5] , we set the clustering threshold to the statistical value computed from the distance matrix. For simplicity, we do not update our distance matrix by means of re-ranking or weighted fusion. Besides, the only data augmentation used in fine-tuning is flipping, without random erasing, etc. During fine-tuning, we keep the model structure the same as training on source domain, except the new classifiers. The fine-tuning learning rate is set to 0.001 and 0.002 for original and classifier parameters, respectively. We find it sufficient to only fine-tune the model for 5 epochs without repetition. Although being important for ReID, exploring the best practice of clustering and fine-tuning is outside the scope of this paper.
